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THE OLD ROUND HOUSE
by Dave Hawkins

CHAPTER FIVE

Return to Rahl

“Oh, strewth!” Maiaa’s news rocked him.  Terry had been so distracted by the unresolved
technical problems he might have to face, that meeting up with Annette again was the one
near-certainty he had to look forward to. But fate, it seemed, had stolen that particular
security blanket. He wandered back to the console in a stupor.  Although he had been
coming to understand their significance, gazing now at the various read-outs suddenly meant
nothing.  As they had appeared in the very beginning, they reverted to being just pictures,
patterns and colours with no association; except maybe one.

Sucking in a deep breath, he held it, closed his eyes and thought of She who must be
obeyed, of Annette. It was a bad idea – in his distressed state, he couldn’t even remember
what she looked like. Then, out of the blue, his memories cleared and she was there – her
image and everything about her, including annoying habits.  He instantly knew why and said:
“Thank you, Maiaa.”  Albeit by proxy, being once again reunited with Annette calmed him
enough to start focussing on the matter at hand.  “What happens now?” he asked, “With
Annette, I mean.”

“The Sens are on their way to the Grand Dome with her,” replied Maiaa.  Instead of
explaining in words, she filled his mind with images and information of a place feared by
most Rahlians.  “The Eldaas will be keen to interrogate her.”

“And then...?”  Terry already knew the dreaded answer from his Rahlian history lesson:
once the Eldaas had all they needed from her, Annette would receive the same punishment
as others of The Group who had been caught – banishment to Jannik’s Belt; merely a
euphemism for execution. “We’ve got to get her out!” he declared unnecessarily. “How do
we do that?”

“All approaches to The Grand Dome are heavily guarded,” said Maiaa, regret creeping into
her thoughts, “So much so that, in the past, we were unable to rescue those of The Group
who were taken there. The main problem is that the Sen barracks is part of the complex.
Troopers are always coming and going; so we would never be able to get even close without
being seen.”

Fit to explode, Terry interrupted: “What are you saying – that it can’t be done?”
“Not by us, Terr...eee, not at this time.”  His head was spinning in confusion.  It was like

stumbling around in a dark dungeon trying to find a door that might not have existed.  Maiaa
sent him calming vibrations.  “But we believe there is a way.”

There was a long pause, allowing him to absorb her thoughts. They didn’t seem to make
sense. “You want me to do it?”

“With our help; but mainly you.  We believe you will have a better chance on your own.”
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He couldn’t quite figure how they had come to that conclusion, but imagined there were
valid reasons.  “Pretty soon Annette will be inside the Grand Dome.  How am I supposed to
get in there – stroll up to the door and say knock, knock?”

The Old One drifted in.  His attempt to smile at the boy’s clowning joke felt unusually
insincere, understandably so when he said: “We want you to let the Sens capture you."

"What!!!"  Terry was stunned.
"Trust us." the Old One whispered through a light mist of yellow.  The words, the tone and

the colour calmed Terry’s panic. “The Sens will transport you to the Grand Dome.  We
believe Annette will most likely be held pending your arrival.  You will then both be taken to
the Eldaas for interrogation.”

“That sounds ominous.  I don’t fancy bright lights and Chinese water-torture.”
“Have no fear in that regard, Little One,” said the old Rahlian.  ”Even the Eldaas would not

stoop so low, especially being unsure of your station because of your appearance.  Hair is
uncommon on this planet.  I doubt that they would have seen so much on a single head
before.  To them it is a sign of noble birth.  I can say with confidence that it will certainly
impress.”

He accepted that the Old One was probably right; which was a shame, seeing as he was
looking for a good excuse to pull out of what was shaping up to be a suicide mission.  Maybe
there was something else they hadn’t thought of: “What about our size?  It’s a dead
giveaway that we’re just kids.”

"Wearing the clothes that you do, they will not see you as such,” explained the Old One.
“They will, in fact, regard you as members of The Group.  Short in stature you may be, but
both the Sens and the Eldaas will be wary of your potential mind powers. At an appropriate
moment, you should treat them to an experience, an example or two of your ability sufficient
for them to believe that yours individually is greater even than that of The Group.”

“Can I do that?”  Terry had no doubt that his mental talents had increased marginally, but
in his opinion he was little more than a first-year apprentice.

“With the thought stone, yes, Little One," the old Rahlian assured him.  "You are already
aware that it is more than just a communication device. Use it wisely.  And remember: it is
essential you do not to let them take it from you."

“That might be easier said than done,” he said dismally, “I’m not exactly Superman.”
The Old One’s thoughts faded as Maiaa’s returned: “Not physically, Terr...eee; but

mentally you will be very daunting.”
He shrugged and closed his eyes briefly to re-group.  “I guess it’s decided then.”
“Only provided you agree, Terr...eee.”
“If I could ask Annette she’d probably tell me not to take the risk and to leave her there.

No way am I going to give her the satisfaction of playing martyr – she’d never let me hear the
last of it.” He nodded in acceptance. “Whatever you’ve got in mind is okay by me. I’d rather
not know details, though: just talk me though as we go.”

Walking to the door, Terry remembered the Old One’s warning and slipped the thought
stone inside his tunic.  Reaching out a hand towards the switch panel, he asked: “Can you
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do me a favour and block the Sens’ minds long enough for me to shut the door after I leave?
We can’t afford to let them in.”

Maiaa was in the middle of confirming this was their intention, when she suddenly faded.
“Maiaa?”  He waited in a void – no sounds, no thoughts.  “Hello. Anyone?”  The Group had
gone; the thought stone was just a cooling lump against his chest.  “Great!” he hissed.

Pulling his hand away from the switch panel, he stared at the door.  The only certainty was
that Sens were waiting on the other side to take him prisoner.  Had The Group managed to
immobilise them before they rode off into the sunset – yes or no?  There was only one way
to find out and he was dreading it. Then he experienced a very brief visitation, a split second
of mental assurance; there and gone.  Closing his eyes, he slapped a hand onto the panel.

Into Enemy Hands

The scene outside was a still-shot. A short distance away there were three spheres which
looked similar to the city skips used by The Group, but these police vehicles were purpose-
built for combat.  Interceptor pods had armoured shells and were equipped with neg-beam
immobilisers for disabling the power-packs of other pods without harming the occupants.
More sinister were two anti-personnel guns and a powerful assault cannon; both designed
for killing, the latter a weapon capable of delivering a charge which exploded on impact.
Used against civilian pods with their light shells, the effect was deadly.

Two Sens stood beside each of the interceptors.  Four more troopers were close to the
silver dome, hand-weapons at the ready.  All, however, were unmoving and wore blank
expressions on their faces. They looked like those artistic types who performed in public
places: remaining stationary for a bit, moving a little, then freezing again.  Even the skin-tight
silver uniforms of the Rahlian Police Force added to the illusion. The Sens were, however,
not just harmless entertainers; at least they wouldn’t be once The Group released their
mental restraints.

Terry closed the door and waited. The Sens remained statuesque and he was amused by
a childish notion: a wish that he had a felt pen to draw moustaches and eyebrows on a
couple.  It was as well he didn’t, because next second the stiffies came to life.

Following some hasty blinks to clear their heads, two of them grabbed the boy’s arms
none-too gently. He winced physically and hissed aloud which obviously pleased the
troopers. The pain, the pleasure his captors seemed to derive from inflicting it; and the
dread that far worse was yet to come caused a reaction in Terry that he was unfamiliar with.
He had always imagined seeing red was just a poetic turn of phrase until that moment.  The
colour flooded his head, intensified by a combination of fear and anger. Both emotions were
excessive.  Boosted as they were by the thought stone which had warmed suddenly, the
boy’s mental power exploded outwards.
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The Sens holding him gasped and released their grip.  The others by the interceptors must
have been close enough to feel the mind barrage because they too staggered visibly.
Shocked at what he had done; and at his uncharacteristic level of aggression; Terry
mellowed as quickly as he was able.

The two guards beside him stared wide-eyed and fearful.  He fixed their gazes, gave a wry
smile and tried to speak casually past the lump that had climbed into his throat: “That was
just a taste, guys. Unless you feel lucky, I wouldn’t advise touching me again.” A bit over-
the-top, maybe?  It felt good, though, playing a character other than himself again.  Maybe
he should have borrowed another catch-phrase, something like: ‘go ahead - make my day’.
Whatever.  The macho Sens had taken notice, so it might be an idea to ride his luck while he
was on a roll. He glanced back at the silver dome.  “And if you value your lives, don’t
approach my machine too closely; definitely avoid hands on – you could get a nasty shock.”

While the Sens had yet to recover, he attempted to contact The Group without success.
So, he was still on his own; but they hadn’t left him entirely defenceless. The Old One had
suggested he exercise his mind power which he had already done and was lucky not to have
made a serious mess of it.  If he was going to do this, absolute control was essential. A
glance at the guard next to him met a pair of eyes that shivered before darting away.  Unsure
how he was supposed to proceed, Terry focussed on the Rahlian’s bald skull and was
feeling a mite foolish as he attempted a mind probe.

With a hand resting on the thought stone, he went in softly and, surprisingly, with ease.
The trooper must have been aware something strange was happening in his head.  It
prompted a fear of the unknown similar to that of a child who was convinced a monster was
hiding in the closet.  Terry attempted to reassure him; and it was working until a sudden flash
of film-noir swamped his thoughts.  Totally unprepared, the boy reeled from an onslaught of
violence, resentment, fear and death; all exemplified by the portrait of a despicable Rahlian
by the name of Aavesh!

Terry withdrew in haste. Wiping perspiration from his eyes to clear his blurred his sight, he
looked around to see what had caught the guard’s attention and had triggered the sudden
mental switch. There was movement over by one of the interceptors.  A Sen was climbing
out and starting towards the silver dome.  He strutted rather than walked; and the black
triangle on the breast of his silver uniform set him aside from the others. From the mind of
the Sen he had been probing, Terry knew this to be Metterol Aavesh, a brutal officer more
suited to criminal bestiality than law-enforcement.  If his troops were pussycats, by reputation
their Metterol was quite the opposite.

Aavesh was glaring at the scene before him and was not pleased. A pair of cruel,
turquoise eyes narrowed as they focussed briefly on Terry; then flicked to the guards either
side of him. “What are you dolts waiting for?” he spat venomously, “Put him in my pod, and
be quick about it!”

“At once, Metterol,” said the individual on Terry’s left.  It was clear he had learned a lesson
and wasn’t about to touch the boy again, so he waggled his weapon in the direction of the
spheres and said: “Please go to the transport.”
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“Please?” spluttered Aavesh, storming towards the boy.  “Please!! What do you think this
is, a social occasion? Cretin!  Take him; drag him if you have to!”

“But he is... different, Metterol,” the Sen tried to explain, “He has powers...”
“As do I, you miserable wretch!”  The Metterol glared venomously and levelled his weapon

at the reluctant Sen. “Obey my orders this instant!”  The Sen hesitated yet again.  It was
once too often.  A ball of light shot from the weapon and scorched a hole through the silver
uniform.  The victim fell to the ground.

Terry gasped audibly and stared down at the lifeless body.  Another second and red was
rushing into his head again.  He looked up from the dead trooper and into Aavesh’s eyes,
knowing that he was about to repeat his previous fit of uncontrollable anger; knowing also
that he couldn’t afford to, not at this time. So he thought yellow instead.  It calmed him
sufficiently to downgrade the heavy emotion to a more-manageable level before giving
Aavesh’s mind a painful lash of disapproval.  That the Metterol had experienced a very
unfamiliar and unnerving feeling was obvious from a quiver in his eyes and a small backward
step. Terry withdrew. Hopefully the warning would be enough, for now.

The boy gathered his composure and tried to appear unconcerned.  If it was right and they
did regard him to be a noble, a reminder wouldn’t go amiss.  He raised his eyebrows and
stroked one as he observed dispassionately in a bored tone: “That was pretty wasteful,
Aavesh.”

A corrugation of wrinkles lined the smooth forehead as the Metterol frowned.  “How do you
know my name?”

“I know a lot about you,” Terry sneered, “Most of it not good.  Now, unless you want to
waste time killing someone else, I suggest we get going.  I’m keen to catch up with my
sister.”  He began sauntering towards the waiting spheres.

“Your sister?”
Was that wise?  Realising it was too late to retract the spontaneous clowning comment,

Terry paused to send back a scowl of reproach.  “She was supposed to meet me here until
you interfered.  And it seems they omitted to tell you who she was. Still, I guess it was need-
to-know, and someone figured you didn’t. I trust for your sake your goons are treating her
with due respect.” The Metterol’s mind was numb.  Never had he been so humiliated; nor
could he fathom a reason for feeling fearful - actually fearful - of reacting violently. Terry left
him to suffer his self-doubt for a moment longer; then interrupted his thoughts with a grating
nudge.  “Come on. You don’t want to keep the Eldaas waiting.”

Terry went straight to the interceptor Aavesh had come from.  He could feel the Metterol
following at a safe distance and paused to wait for him beside the sphere. As he moved
closer, the Rahlian’s thoughts were very clear: he was tossing up between riding with the
prisoner and going in another pod to stay out of mind’s reach.  Instead of targeting Aavesh,
Terry concentrated on the Sens by the interceptor.  Like the rest of the troop, their hatred of
the Metterol had increased measurably after his cold-blooded murder of one of their own.
What they wanted now was proof that he was no less afraid of their captive than they were.
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Terry regarded the Metterol casually and looked for those piercing turquoise eyes.  They
skipped quickly away, but it made no difference.  After a couple of forays, the door to his
one-track mind was always going to be open.  The boy had retained the negative desires of
the rank-and-file Sens at the forefront of his memory, and now let them filter in as seeds of
doubt that the officer instantly imagined had been his own.  Aavesh already knew he was
despised.  In fact, he took the increased level as a compliment – respect came from fear,
and the latter was his stock in trade. The only way now to preserve his standing was to
show no sign of weakness. Noble birth or otherwise, he would prove this diminutive stranger
was of little consequence to him; was certainly not to be feared.

Leering at the troopers beside the transport, he sidled around the boy; being particularly
careful not to touch him as he climbed into the sphere.  Pausing in the opening, he turned in
Terry’s direction, a display of bravado intended for any watching who had doubted his
courage.  What he failed to do was make eye contact with the prisoner who smirked and
sent him a mind memo: “Good choice, but don’t let it go to your head.”  With a screech of
derisive Rahlian laughter, Terry pulled out none-too gently. Aavesh jerked as if he had been
bodily hit, forced a quick recovery and disappeared into the transport. One of the guards
beside him put on a sheepish, pretty-please face and indicated that Terry should also board.
He did so with another demonstrative flick of the eyebrows and a condescending smile.

Except for its military capabilities, the interceptor was similar to the sphere he had ridden in
before; but present company on this occasion was less than amiable. Terry and a guard
were in the front passenger seats, while another sat beside the Metterol in the rear.  From
the nervous vibes this trooper was putting out, he was clearly uncomfortable with the
arrangement. Aavesh was directly behind his prisoner; presumably believing he could glare
vindictively and undetected at the back of the boy’s head.  He hissed audibly when Terry
sent him a mental reprimand: “You are really starting to annoy me, Aavesh. Stick to looking
out the windows like everyone else.”

Although Terry’s advice had not been voiced aloud, all complied.  Neither did anyone
speak, not to each other; and certainly not to Terry.  This served to create an extremely
oppressive atmosphere. The boy’s hand crept to his chest and he began fingering the bulge
beneath his tunic absently.  The pendant was warm, amplifying awareness of thoughts within
the sphere. They were overlapping and confusing; definitely not what he needed.  Unless
the driver took it slowly, the domed city would be twenty minutes away; hopefully time
enough to gather some information that would be handy later.  So he filtered out the
irrelevant, particularly Aavesh’s fuming hatred of him; concentrating on anything that might
help him and Annette escape and eventually return to the time machine.

After a few minutes of subtle probing, it was evident that he was getting nowhere. Annette
might have a brain like a computer hard drive, but he didn’t.  Imagination was his forte: short
scenarios he could make up as he went along.  The best bet was to concentrate on the
driver’s moves because Terry had a feeling the only way they were going to break out would
be to steal one of the Sen pods – and he would have to pilot it. Hopefully the controls would
be the same as the transport Lohinn had piloted, because he remembered a good portion of
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the moves – well, enough to get the thing off the ground, anyway. The trouble now was that
it was difficult to see past the guy at the controls and what he was doing with them.

Rising from his seat, he was moving closer to look over the pilot’s shoulder.  The Sen must
have felt his closeness and said quietly: “It would be safer for you if you remained seated,
Lord.”

The interior seemed to erupt in a blaze of furore.  Aavesh was the source.  He made no
sound except for a strangled expression of intense displeasure.  Judging by his thought
patterns, the problem was more than just his trooper’s considerate advice and the polite way
he had extended it: the Metterol’s greatest objection was the title.  “Lord?  LORD!!” he was
thinking in a mental remonstration of disbelief.

To Terry, this was getting dangerously close to a replay of the anger the Metterol had
displayed outside the silver dome; and it needed defusing, pronto. It was also an opportunity
to make his objections known without embarrassing the arrogant Rahlian in public.  This way
left him a few arrows in his quiver for later.  So he mentally transferred: “Cool it, Aavesh,
before you do something else I might not like and you will surely regret.” The Rahlian was
well aware this strange person was in his head again and it unnerved him. The rage
faltered, then proceeded to diminish over the next few seconds, the time it took Terry to sink
back down into his seat and for Aavesh to do the same.  “Curb your temper,” drawled the
boy’s message in the officer’s head, “Or I will teach you a lesson you are never likely to
forget.  You have my word on that.”

The Grey Fortress

One transport had been left behind to guard the time machine, while the other two were
heading for the city.  Initially, they seemed to be following the same route as Lohinn when he
had taken Terry to Maiaa’s place; but instead they changed course to begin skirting the main
dome. A minute later they were heading towards a complex separate from the city. Within
it, the Grand Dome loomed elevated and domineering, perched high as it was atop a raised
dais rounded at the perimeter.  The two-tier structure reminded Terry of a glazed cottage
loaf. It was rendered even more impressive by the surrounding buildings.  These were ugly
in comparison, a clutter of grey, angular blocks of varying sizes like factory units that had
been added to as required with no regard for order or appearance. Not one had a window of
any kind.

The now-familiar purple beam played on the blank wall they were approaching and a
circular doorway appeared, permitting the sphere to enter the Sen transport depot.  Three
neat rows of interceptors sat ready for action facing the exit, while a number of others were
in bays to the left, presumably being serviced or repaired. Maintenance crews stopped work,
watching Terry’s transport coast along to stop short of an open area at the rear of the
hangar. A number of Sens were filing out through a doorway and hurriedly formed into a line
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facing the sphere. As they took no part in what happened next, they were apparently just a
precautionary show of force.

The interceptor crabbed sideways to rest against a transparent wall similar to the
pedestrian barriers of the city. The driver activated the exit door and surprisingly turned to
face the prisoner, an unsure apologetic look on his face.  “Please enter the chamber, Lord;
and stand clear of the door.”  Terry could almost have imagined he was boarding a
Melbourne train, were it not for Aavesh’s burst of mental exasperation which totally shattered
the illusion.

The chamber was entirely transparent, including the floor; a disconcerting fact for Terry
who preferred standing on solid ground he couldn’t see through.  The instant he was inside,
a clear wall appeared to close the opening, subjecting him to a sudden bout of
claustrophobia. Sounds of movement behind prompted him to turn and look.  Aavesh and
two Sens were boarding a second compartment of the chamber. Whatever he was about to
be subjected to, at least he had company.  Or were they simply there to witness what might
turn out to be his execution?  The thought caused a rise in heart rate and he was sorely
tempted to probe one of the Sens for more information; then decided if it was bad news he’d
rather not know.

The chamber began to move.  Light dimmed as the glass-like carriage entered a square
tube and began to travel along in silence at a steady pace. The only evidence of motion was
the occasional passing of a seam where the grey panels of the walls were joined. He
recalled being in a car once that drove through a tunnel.  Despite being over in just a minute
or two, it was still an unnerving experience and he was glad to emerge on the far side. In
reality, this journey probably didn’t take much longer; but by the time Terry arrived at his
destination, he was breathing heavily and his tunic was damp with perspiration.

The transport chamber had stopped adjacent to a short corridor heading off at right-angles.
Aavesh and the two Sens disembarked, then waited for the wall of the prisoner’s cube to
open.  Terry remained in the chamber.  “What now?”

The Metterol’s lips curled in a vindictive sneer.  Careful to avoid eye contact, he looked
along the corridor.  “You go for processing.”

The boy didn’t move.  “Sounds particularly nasty. Is that what you did with my sister?”
Still focussing on the corridor, Aavesh grated pleasurably: “All prisoners have to be

processed, no matter how important they think they might be.”
Terry made a point of extending the subsequent delay in silence, then said: “Okay; but if I

decide I don’t like it, I’m gone. Now, would someone care to lead the way?”
The Sen who had ushered him into the chamber said apologetically: “You must go first,

Lord.  We will follow.”
Aavesh stiffened, felt anger rising; then recalled the boy’s warning and made a concerted

effort to regain self-control. Terry nodded his approval and began walking along the corridor.
Prisoners were processed individually and had to pass through a number of adjoining

rooms, each with its own purpose.  Fumigation and decontamination came first in yet
another transparent cubicle – having been in a few while with The Group, Terry guessed
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they were the essential clear-goods no Rahlian household should be without.   Visual images
were recorded next; along with eye scans and the obligatory weight and height.  Two more
procedures followed which were presumably deemed necessary; but exactly what for
remained a mystery.  The final stage was the greatest worry – a physical examination.

Most people have an aversion to hands-on frisking, particularly when there’s an audience
of four guards standing in a row, backs to the wall ogling the prisoner in the centre of the
room. A fifth Sen approached, presumably the one designated to perform the inspection.
Unless word had got around about it, none of the processing crew knew of Terry’s no-
touching rule; and so far he had tolerated the occasional contact without resorting to mental
interference.  This inspection, however, might test his patience.

It began and was none-too gentle.  Aavesh was off to one side, clearly enjoying the
deliberately-rough turning, touching, poking and probing of the subject. Terry bit his tongue
and suffered in relative silence.  After a short while, the Metterol had seen all he wanted to
and began walking off.  It was lucky he did.

The inspector’s hand was roaming the prisoner’s upper body and inevitably paused over
the conspicuous lump of the thought stone under the tunic. He began feeling it, frowning;
then his head turned in the direction his Metterol had taken and his mouth opened to speak.
In panic, Terry jumped into the Sen’s mind to put it on hold with a flood of yellow; too late,
unfortunately, to prevent him from calling after his officer.  Aavesh stopped in his tracks and
looked back, anticipation glimmering in his cruel eyes.  “What is it?  Have you found
something?”

Whatever the reply, it would have to be feasible, a good reason for interrupting an officer
with a short fuse who had no time to waste on petty matters.  The yellow in the Sen’s mind
kept him calm as he spoke the words Terry implanted: “No, nothing, Metterol; but the
prisoner wishes to know when he can see his sister.”

Aavesh produced a sneer of displeasure.  “Is the inspection finished?”  He waited for
confirmation, then fixed the guards across the room with a glare. “Take him to the holding
centre,” he snapped, “And ready both of them for interrogation.” Following a slight pause,
his attitude changed to one of gratification as he addressed Terry and added: “As you said
yourself... LORD... we do not want to keep the Eldaas waiting.” Screeching a derisive
laugh, he spun on his heel and stormed out.

Not the Best of Reunions

The holding centre was in effect a cell block.  Terry was marched past a line of clear
cubicles, each large enough to cater for a number of prisoners.  Four cubes were jam-
packed with inmates dressed in grubby coveralls and were presumably workers. Their vibes
were dark, resentment of past and present injustices seethed; and fear of unknown
consequences to be faced was uppermost in their tortured minds.
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The last cubicle held just a few, and he was shocked to see they were dressed in the black
uniform of The Group.  Who had been caught?  A quick pan of faces failed to recognise
anyone. Mental scanning was easy and served to reassure him with an explanation: they
were ordinary citizens, sympathisers who had volunteered to dress like members of The
Group and act as decoys.  This tagged a memory – Maiaa had told him of this before, but
he’d forgotten.  So, the plan was in motion – Hoorah!

The trouble was, the original idea had been to rescue Annette; but giving himself up to the
Sens in order to somehow bring her out was pretty much a wasted effort if he couldn’t find
her. Wasn’t there some quote about the best laid plans of mice and men?  If whoever wrote
that could see him now...  Forget about it, Terry, he ordered himself.  Just find Annette and
put the plan back on track.  He extended a scan for her mind pattern, probing the
surroundings as far as he could, but even with the thought stone it proved fruitless.

He was almost past the transparent Rahlian sardine cans when Annette came through,
faintly at first.  His escort was marching him into a narrow, open-ended corridor, and as he
entered, a wave of instant relief greeted him: “Thank God! I’d just about given up hope.” It
was her.

“Me too,” Terry sent, his heartbeat suddenly racing. “Where are you?”
“Not sure,” Annette replied, her messages growing more distinct as Terry and his escort

neared the end of the passage. “In some kind of a prison.  More to the point, where are
you?”  When there was no immediate response, she grumbled irritably: “Well?”

He sighed.  “Actually, in the same prison and pretty close, I reckon.”
“What!!”  Friendly and welcoming went, replaced by angry exasperation: “You mean you

got yourself caught?  How did you manage that – not watching your back and clowning as
usual, I suppose?”

“Umm... I kind-of surrendered...”  Feeling she was about to explode, he rushed on: “And
before you start tearing strips off me, it’s all good – we have a plan.”

“Who’s we?”
“Me and The Group...”
Annette’s concern waned. “That’s good news.  I thought they’d been arrested.  I haven’t

heard from them, not a peep; but then, I didn’t have a thought stone, so I figured I was out of
range. Presumably you’ve still got yours. So, what’s the plan?” She broke off as a
contingent of Sens filed in, halted before her and separated to reveal a short, blond-haired
boy in their midst.  She began rubbing her hands and screeching in delight.

Terry, on the other hand, was less than happy to see Annette standing in a transparent
tube. There was an empty one beside her which he guessed was meant for him.  Both were
replicas of those in his memory that had been the execution chambers of the apprehended
Group members – not a cheerful thought. Hoping a clowning comment would neutralise
the sinister implications, he said aloud: “Hi, Annette.  Sorry you ended up in a pickle jar.”

“Very droll, but not your fault.” Although she had spoken the words, only Terry knew what
she had said because nothing audible passed through the wall of the sound-proof tube.
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“That’s mean,” he thought, “So much for our happy reunion.  I guess we’ll have to stick
with mind-transfer.”

“Might be best,” she replied.  “Don’t want to let details of the plan slip.  What is it, anyway?”
“Actually, it’s quite simple – I was to give myself up so that I could get into the Grand Dome

and find you.  That worked perfectly, I reckon.”
“And then...?”
“Ah...”  He became very sheepish.  “Maiaa was about to cue me on the next part when I

lost contact.  I haven’t been able to re-connect properly since.”  He felt her enthusiasm take
a sudden dive.  “Thanks to the thought stone I have picked up the odd whisper, so they’re
still around... somewhere.  Don’t worry – they’ll bust us out somehow.  In the meantime we’ll
just have to improvise.”

“And you’re an expert at that,” Annette droned sarcastically. Her mind pattern darkened as
she noticed Terry’s guards stiffen and stand to attention.  A glance towards the corridor
entrance confirmed her suspicions, promoting a flow of disgust. “Uh-oh, the pig’s just
arrived.”

A quick, unnecessary look picked Aavesh swaggering in.  “You’ve obviously met - poor
you,” drawled Terry.  “Look, before he gets here there are a couple of things you should
know; so keep quiet and let me fill you in.”  Expecting the obligatory interruption he held off
saying more.  Surprisingly, it failed to eventuate.  “Okay, firstly, they think we’re nobs.”

“What do you mean by nobs?”
“I said don’t interrupt.”
“Not in those exact words...”
“Oh, for pity’s sake, Annette, just shut up!  Because of the hair thing they reckon we’re of

high birth; and I’ve played up to that. A couple of the Sens have actually called me Lord.
That went down like a lead balloon with Aavesh, I can tell you. Anyway, to push it a bit
further I decided to tell him you were my sister.”

“Your sister?  Whatever possessed you to say a stupid thing like that?”
Terry arched his eyebrows and gave her a silly grin.  “It just sort-of rolled off the tongue

while I was putting him in his place with a few mind tricks.”
Annette was flabbergasted.  “You’ve been in Aavesh’s head?”
He noticed the Metterol was almost there and said hastily: “Annette, chill out and let me

handle this.”
Aavesh brushed the closest guard aside so that he could see the boy.  Not his eyes

though; and probably due to an association of ideas coupled with previous disturbing
experiences, he avoided those of the girl too. “Why is he not in the elevator?”  He was
starting to fume.  “I specifically ordered it!  Which of you is in charge?”

Fear rippled through the guards, the leader in particular.  Terry calmed him while he spoke
to the Metterol in Rahlian: “Don’t start blaming your men, Aavesh.  I asked them if I could
see my sister first, and they obliged. I thought that was pretty considerate of them;
respectful – know what I mean?”
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While he let the insinuation hang for Aavesh to mull over, he checked the reaction of the
guards. Although he had been speaking directly to the Metterol, Terry’s words were also for
the benefit of the troopers; and judging by their thoughts, his defence of them was gratefully
received.  A couple were even thinking that a Lord who had influence over their dangerously
unpredictable officer would make a better friend than an enemy.  Selecting these two, he
smiled and said: “Okay, you can put me the tank now. Less push and shove this time,
though – the Lady is watching and you wouldn’t want to upset her – believe me.”

The chosen pair guided their prisoner to the waiting tube.  Terry stepped in and turned to
face front in time to watch the opening fizz with tiny, dust-like particles which disappeared
almost instantly.  His hand reached out gingerly.  Fingers touched something solid, even
though there was nothing to see.  So, what was new?  Actually, he realised something was.
Since entering the tube, the thought stone had warmed considerably; and when Annette
came back to him her thoughts were amplified to the extent that he had to ask her to back
off.  Not that he didn’t want to talk; but he was also picking up waves from a different source
that he needed to concentrate on. Hopefully it was The Group trying to get through.

Aavesh was at a control panel to one side of the tubes and his hand was moving towards it
when he hesitated and turned to scowl in the direction of a sudden interruption. A Sen
hurried over and began whispering, presumably so that the other troopers couldn’t hear.  He
obviously had no idea that Terry was tuned into the conversation.

“What do you mean, a disturbance?” Annoyance clouded Aavesh’s face.
“There is unrest in the synthetics factory, Metterol.  Some workers are refusing to obey the

guards.”
The Metterol was fuming. “Then arrest them; shoot them if you have to!”  He cast a

nervous glance at the tubes, then back to the messenger.  “I have more important matters to
attend to. Go!”  His eyes burned into the Sen who spun on his heel and scuttled away.
Aavesh watched his back for a moment before returning his attention to the elevator
controls.

Terry was sorely tempted, but decided that further rattling of Aavesh’s cage served no
purpose at that time.  It was more important to bring Annette up to speed; just in case she
had been unable to pick up any or all of the exchange: “Seems there’s a problem in one of
the factories,” he sent, “A strike of sorts. The Group could have instigated it as a diversion.
If so, the plan’s on the move.  Looks like we are too.”    As the elevator tubes began to rise
he commented with a grin: “First floor – ladies underwear.“

The higher they went, vague mind-patterns became more distinct, the thought stone
warmer.  The tubes reached the ceiling and there was blackness as they passed through
something solid.  It only took a few seconds; time enough for something strange to occur.
Annette found she was still able to link with Terry, although reception wasn’t all that clear;
and she was expressing a wish that they could hold hands – not that she was scared; well,
actually it was a lie...  She broke off as yellow filled her mind momentarily, then faded almost
instantly. Light began returning as the tubes rose through the floor of a circular chamber.
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“Welcome to the Grand Dome,” said Terry; then he asked: “Did you get all that?” She
apparently had no idea what he was on about.  “The message from Maiaa,” he explained.

Annette was puzzled initially: “All I had was yellow;” then she realised the implication and
was suddenly elated: “She got through to you at long last!”

“Briefly, while we were between floors,” he said.  “Must have been something to do with
the concrete, or whatever it’s made of...”

“Never mind that.  What did she say?”
“She outlined the plan...”  The tubes had come to rest and the interior of the chamber was

an immediate distraction for him.  He turned on the spot to gaze around.  “Grand by name;
grand by nature; kind-of a penthouse suite.  Check out the view from the windows – pretty
impressive if you like sand and rocks.  No sign of the Eldaas yet, though.  They’ll probably
rise up out of the floor to a fanfare of trumpets...”

“Forget the Eldaas too,” she snapped impatiently, “And quit babbling.  What’s the plan?
How do we get out of here? When do we?”

“Soon, I think.  As for the plan, all I’ll say is that it has to be co-ordinated.  When I get the
nod, just do what I tell you – exactly, no questions. Oh, by the way: the strike was nothing to
do with The Group, but Maiaa thinks it might help keep some of the Sens out of our hair. On
the down side, apparently even the thought stones don’t work well in here.”

“So how are we going to know what to do and when to do it?”
Terry shrugged and tried to seem unconcerned.  “I have no idea...”
He broke off, noticing movement across the chamber in front of them.  Something was

appearing, rising up out of the floor, an oval table by the looks of it.  Presumably having
reached its required height it stopped.  “Maybe they’re going to serve us lunch?” Terry
clowned nervously. An entrance had appeared in a side wall and a line of Sens marched in.
“Guess I was wrong, unless these are the waiters.” Plain nerves turned to groaning
antagonism when Aavesh appeared following his troopers.  “And, what a surprise - the
Maitre d,” he continued, “Definitely service without a smile.  So, where’s the cabaret?”

The squad of Sens marched briskly towards the tubes where they split into two groups and
stood to attention on either side.  Aavesh strode to a small control box on top of a waist-high
pedestal.  He seemed to be checking something on it.  One of his troopers leaned towards
him and whispered: “The Eldaas, Metterol.  They are here.”  Aavesh spun on his heel and
stood to attention facing the table and the entrance that had appeared in the wall beyond.

The Council of Eldaas

The Sen guard had stopped fidgeting and was already rigid.  Aavesh shot a critical glance
along the ranks before facing front again. Seven Eldaas appeared through the doorway at
the rear and flounced along, casually talking among themselves; white robes flowing, white
skull caps covering heads that were not quite bald, retaining a few wispy strands of grey hair
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which floated untidily about their ears. Some of them stroked these, apparently proud that
they had any at all. Instead of going straight to the table, they skirted it and continued on to
stand before the tubes.  Most frowned, the eyes of a couple began to pop; and the hands of
those who had been hair-fiddling dropped to their sides.  They huddled momentarily for a
whispered discussion before returning their attention to the prisoners. Without even looking
at Aavesh – probably making a point of ignoring him on purpose – one of the Eldaas
screeched: “Secure them, Metterol; then open so that we may speak.”

Aavesh said nothing, just gave a curt bow before striding to the black box on the pedestal.
A skinny finger extended and hovered briefly, time enough for his lips to kink in an evil smile;
then the finger came down onto the box.  To appreciate the full effect of this procedure, there
was no need for him to look at faces to know his prisoners would be registering surprise, and
hopefully fear. His eyes were glued to their feet, watching light rise from the base of the
tubes to stop at ankle height.

Had he the courage to focus on them, the worried expressions of Terry and Annette as
they stared down would have delighted the Metterol. “I can’t move!” exclaimed Annette.  In
panic, she had spoken aloud in English.

Terry replied in the same way: “Neither can I. Feels like I’ve got cement shoes. That
presents a problem.”

“Of course it’s a problem,” she growled, “Being stuck to the floor is always going to be a
problem.”

“What I mean,” he said, “Is this screws the plan.  When the time comes, we have to be
able to move, and fast...”  He was half-way though the last comment when the fronts of the
tubes fizzed.  With the sound-proofing gone, his last words would have been heard by all
and sundry.  He reverted to tight-lipped mind transfer: “That explains the need for our
shackles – they don’t want us going walkabout.  I wonder what they’ll make of a foreign
language?”

Annette said: “They obviously heard it.  Look at them.”
The Eldaas were frowning again and exchanging puzzled glances.  One of them pointed a

bony finger at Terry.  “Your speech is unfamiliar.  Where are you from?”
“Melbourne,” replied Annette. She was about to add a sarcastic comment when the

interrogator shot her a scowl and flapped a dismissive hand for her to remain silent.
He returned his attention to Terry.  “I have not heard of it.  Presumably you travelled from

there to Rahl in the silver dome?”
“It seemed like a good idea at the time.  Now I’m not so sure.”  Terry looked down at his

feet.  “Is this the way you treat all your visitors?”
“It is the way we treat our prisoners,” the Eldaa sneered, and added: “Wherever they are

from, and however important they believe themselves to be.”
Terry noticed withered fingers twiddling a few strands of hair trailing from under the skull

cap.  It seemed an ideal time for a bit of one-upmanship.  He raised a hand to scratch the
blond mop on his own head, but the action was wasted: the Eldaas had already turned away
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and were walking to the table. He sent Annette a reminder: “Don’t forget – just name, rank
and serial number.”

Judging by the way they were shuffling around and swapping places behind the table, it
seemed the Council members each had a designated seat.  Intrigued by this, Terry decided
to slip into a couple of minds to find out what the big deal with seating arrangements was.
This being his first scan of the Eldaas, he decided against making his presence obvious.
That way he figured they would be less inhibited, believing their thoughts remained private.
Later, if it might prove beneficial, he could make his mental superiority known.

The chair thing turned out to be irrelevant: it was the communication modules on the table-
top that were specific to individuals. Eldaas were responsible for their own departments,
from city planning and construction, to manufacturing, to law enforcement, and so on; and
their modules kept them up to speed. Some were content with their appointments, while
others were dissatisfied to have been palmed off with less-prestigious portfolios.  This led to
political rivalry, subterfuge and back-stabbing.  The Eldaas might have considered
themselves a cut above the rest, but they were no better than the worst that they openly
despised.

Terry was in the head of an Eldaa called Ixor who was particularly critical of the Rahlian
Police Force which was responsible for security in his factories. He shot an accusatory glare
along the table and snapped: “I warned you this would happen, Kimmkoz.  Arresting so
many workers at one time was unnecessary.”

“May I remind you, Ixor, it was at your request.”
“Just the troublemakers, I said – four or five maybe; not forty-five!” Ixor consulted his

modem and groaned.  “It was bound to be a recipe for disaster.  With the labour force
reduced, that just put the rest under more pressure. Now it has come back to bite - the
workers in the synthetics factory are rioting. This was your doing; so what are you going to
do about it?”

Kimmkoz glowered at Ixor, then rasped into his com: “Seal the exits!” Following a break
for a response, he demanded: “What do you mean: too late?”  He was staring in dismay
down at his modem.  ”Mobilise!! Every trooper, every transport...!”  There was another
interruption.  “Yes, the city patrols too! Deploy EVERYTHING! I want this rebellion quashed
before it spreads to the other factories. Seal the exits on them too; and double the guards in
the holding centre in case they try to free the prisoners...” His expression clouded as he
began tapping his com to switch channels without success. “I do not believe this!  Now I
have lost all contact with my operatives!”  He scowled along the table at another Eldaa.
“Thanks to your incompetent Department of Science and Technology, Ahransu, I am landed
with a communication device that has ceased communicating!”

The infuriated Eldaa thrust up from his seat and turned to leave. The senior Eldaa
reprimanded him: “This is most irregular.  Sit down, Kimmkoz! The Council is still in session,
and we have barely begun the interrogation.”

“Then you will be conducting it without me, Perraq,” snapped Kimmkoz.  “There is a
rebellion to contain; and I cannot just sit here like the rest of you, stroking my hair while
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anarchy threatens to destroy that which I have sworn to protect.” He tried a few agitated
taps on his com and grated: “Still nothing!”  With a final snort, he stormed from the chamber.

“I was hoping with one of them gone they’d cancel the interrogation,” said Annette.
“Not that lucky.”  Terry nodded towards the Eldaas.  All were still seated, a couple were

hair-twiddling. “And I should have cut off Kimmkoz before he mobilised the troops.”
“What do you mean – cut him off? Did you disable his com? How did you manage that?”
“Well, actually, I didn’t do anything to his com – there was nothing wrong with it.  He just

thought there was.”  He tapped the side of his head.  “It was all in his mind.” Following a
long sigh, he added: “Kimmkoz seems a bit of a loose cannon.  With him out in the field
ordering death and destruction, it could be like chucking a match into a firework factory.”

Rebellion!

The original plan had already been compromised.  The hope of transporting as many of
their Group as possible back to Earth where they could meet up with Yanu had to be
discounted.  The power of the time machine being so low, there was a high possibility that,
even with only themselves on board, Terry and Annette might not make it home. Despite
this, implementing their escape had become the priority. At that point, targeting the holding
centre was deemed the best bet.  Under normal circumstances, only a small number of
guards would be in attendance for moving prisoners to and from the cells.  Using mind power
they would have been easy to control, including Aavesh who was bound to be there.  The
unfortunate arrest of so many factory workers at one time, however, had changed
everything.

“We know Terr...eee and Annette are in the Grand Dome being interrogated,” said the Old
One, “And from what we learned before losing contact, only a small contingent of troopers is
guarding them.  Clearly, the Eldaas believe this is sufficient and they will not be expecting a
direct assault.”

Maiaa was puzzled.  As well as listening to the Old One’s spoken words, she had been
trying to scan his thoughts, but he had blocked her.  “What are you thinking?” she asked.
“Your suggestion implies militant action; and if that is so, I respectfully remind you, Old One,
that violence is not our way.”

“A way that has always been peace and diplomacy, Maiaa,” replied the ancient Rahlian,
“But it is too late for that. If you promise not to interrupt, I will outline my new plan.”  He
gazed briefly around the members of The Group who were with him, then announced: “All of
you need to know and I give you leave to join Maiaa in my thoughts.  But I would advise you
of two things: should you agree to accept my decision, you will have to act quickly and
without question; secondly, I expect injury and possibly death – on both sides.” The Old One
sat back and opened his mind.

The Group did agree, although some were uneasy.  “It is as well,” said the Old One,
feeling their uncertainty.  “Over-confidence will be your enemy; fear will keep you sharp, and
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hopefully alive.”  The advice was wise; although even he could not have predicted how much
so. While The Group was dividing to perform their separate roles in the new plan, the knee-
jerk reaction of Kimmkoz had set the cat among the pigeons. Rahl had erupted in chaos.

Workers from the synthetics factory went berserk and their numbers were too great for the
guards present.  Most Sens were able to flee, but some were overpowered, beaten and their
weapons taken. The wild mob was out of control, and now it was armed! The bullying
tactics of the Sen ground troops were useless against an enraged hoard, especially when it
was shooting back.  Plus, there were too many troopers whose only specific order had been
to mobilise.  With no strict instructions, they were reacting in frenzied panic, a colony of ants
whose nest had just been raided. They scuttled to whichever bunch of rebels were closest;
shooting, retreating, shooting again, then running away. Interceptors zoomed around,
opening fire on the easy targets of massed insurgents; while the odd few chased individuals
taking pot-shots that missed more often than not. Co-ordination had been abandoned in
favour of a random free-for-all.

When Maiaa and five others arrived at the Sen Transport depot, most of the interceptors
had already been deployed and were off adding to the chaos; but because of the way they
were positioned in the hangar, until those at the front of the lines left, the rest behind had to
wait their turn.  Six interceptors remained, two more than were needed.  The Group
combined their mental powers and, boosted by the thought stone, a wave of paralysis
flooded the hangar. As instructed, the Sen operators climbed out of their respective
transports, blank expressions on their faces.  They effected a slow zombie-walk to the rear
wall where they stood unmoving.

The interceptors not required were disabled. Three of them left with their new operators
and waited outside to guard the hangar.  Maiaa was seated at the controls of her pod, and
remained in the depot while Gannah changed clothes with one of the Sens.  Although
unhappy about carrying a weapon, he understood it was necessary for appearance sake; but
he did set it to stun. Maiaa handed him the thought stone and said: “From here, it should
take you no more than ten minutes. Once into the corridors, even with the stone, we will
lose contact; but we will see you arrive in the Grand Dome and will be waiting for your signal.
Luck be with you, Gannah.”

Gannah sent her a wavering smile.  “With us all, hopefully.”  He watched Maiaa take her
interceptor out of the hangar, then turned to walk past the zombie guards through the
doorway leading to the prison sector.

*            *            *            *
In the Grand Dome, the interrogation had resumed without Kimmkoz; but his actions had

drawn attention to a crisis that had the remaining Eldaas on edge. Ahransu was saying to
Terry: “You claim your machine can travel not only between planets, but also has come from
a different solar system to ours.  Surely such a journey would take many years, centuries
even; and you do not look that old. There is something you are not telling us.”

Annette let out a derisive screech of laughter.  “If we did, you wouldn’t understand.”
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Ahransu ignored her and continued to direct his questions to the male prisoner: “I wish to
know how your machine works; its source of power; and what speed it can achieve.”

Terry shrugged.  “Don’t ask me, I just drive the thing.  My Science Officer here would be
able to fill you in – provided you let her speak; and always assuming she wants to speak to
you. So far, you’re pretty light on Brownie points.”

Following a deep frown as he puzzled the strange words, Ahransu glared at Annette.  “Am
I to understand that you, a female, are the Science Officer of the silver dome?”

She gave him a sneer.  “Bugs you, doesn’t it?  As for discussing the intricacies of a
transparallax magnetron drive and the time/space continuum, I’d be wasting my breath.
Taking into account your limited intelligence and woeful scientific ignorance, you would never
be able to grasp even the rudiments of modern astrophysics in a million years. Might I also
suggest that you add a further skill to your CV – insufferably-rude male chauvinist!”

Although he failed to comprehend the English words, there being no equivalent in Rahlian,
the tone of Annette’s scathing insult flabbergasted Ahransu and he was expecting moral
support from the other Eldaas; but they had apparently taken little notice, being distracted by
a number of concerning incidents.  One Eldaa had noticed something outside and had gone
to look out of a window. He reported in a shaky screech that smoke was rising from the
synthetics-factory vents.  Ixor already knew via his com that a fire had broken out; but he still
went to the window to see for himself; which was when he caught sight of four interceptors
approaching. “I do not like the look of...” His attention was suddenly drawn to movement as
a lone Sen entered through the doorway that led from the holding centre.  His annoyance
swung back to Aavesh: “What is the meaning of this, Metterol?”

Despite him being dressed as a Sen trooper, Annette recognised her friend instantly.  “It’s
Gannah!” she declared in an excited mental whisper.

With those in the chamber distracted by the disturbing occurrences, it was the ideal time.
Gannah began advancing into the chamber, a hand covering the thought stone dangling on
his chest.  “Join with me, Terr...eee,” he sent.  “We will need to combine our powers for what
we must do next.  You concentrate on neutralising the Sen guards and Aavesh. For the
moment, I will handle the Eldaas.”

“If this is part of the updated plan,” cut in Annette, “I should remind you we are still stuck to
the floor.”

Gannah reassured her: “Not for much longer.  Please be patient.”
“And don’t keep interrupting,” Terry added.  “I’m going to have Aavesh drop the shackles.

As soon as you can move, get out of the tube.”
Terry picked up another of Gannah’s thoughts: to implant a message in Aavesh’s mind that

he must return immediately to the holding centre with his troopers because it was being
besieged by the rebels. “Is that a fact?” asked the boy.

“Possibly,” said Gannah, “Probably.  As long as Aavesh believes it to be so, he will leave.
Once he and the Eldaas have gone, I will give Maiaa the signal and very soon we will all be
free.”
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Remembering an old adage featuring an uncooperative Irishman, Terry sent another
message to Annette: “I’ve had a word with Murphy and he’s promised to keep his law out of
it; so everything’s sweet from here on in.” Unfortunately, it would seem that Murphy had his
fingers crossed at the time.

The moment Aavesh switched off the restraints in the tubes, Terry and Annette took their
first steps for nearly an hour only to discover their legs were so stiff that they were unable to
walk properly.  Terry stumbled out of his tube and held onto it for support, watching the
backs of the Metterol and his Sens as they headed for the exit while concentrating to retain
control of their minds.  He noticed the Eldaas rushing for the exit; so Gannah was doing his
bit and all seemed to be going well; until they received a hasty, faint report from Maiaa: “A
squadron of Sen interceptors is approaching!”

Being much taller than the boy, Gannah could see the on-coming danger through the
window and knew this changed everything.  “Do it now, Maiaa!” he sent, then directed a
warning to Terry and Annette: “Get down! Cover your faces!”

Both of them dived for the floor, just in time. Lohinn’s interceptor was facing the window
and he sent a shot directly at it, blasting plexiglass and metal framing into the chamber.  At
the same instant, Terry felt a lightning bolt in his head and cried out.

“Are you hit?” rasped Annette.
“Not me,” Terry replied breathlessly as he began clambering to his feet.  “The pain was

Gannah’s! I’ve lost contact with him – no thought pattern, nothing! Come on!”  The lanky
Rahlian was stretched out on the floor, blood pooling from a shrapnel wound to his head.
“Help me,” he hissed, “We have to get him into the pod!”

They were struggling to drag the Rahlian’s body towards the shattered window when a
message came through from Maiaa: “It is pointless, Terr...eee – Gannah is dead.  Just
remove the thought stone and save yourselves.”

“No!!”  Terry roared both aloud and in his mind.  “Alive or dead, we do NOT leave one of
our own behind! Maiaa: can you, Reeton and Habray act as decoys – draw the Sen
squadron away from us? And please try not to get killed.”  She was starting to argue; Terry
barked: “No questions, just do it!  That is an order, Maiaa!”  He sent another to Lohinn:
“Leave your pod in park and give us a hand with Gannah!”

Multi-tasking had never been his strong point; and suddenly finding himself minus
Gannah’s mental support, Terry had let his control of the Sens drop. Only just passing
through the exit, the troopers stumbled to a sudden halt.  They gazed around, puzzled why
they were leaving when they seemed to recall that a mere blink ago they were beside the
tubes guarding the prisoners. Something strange had happened. The Metterol would know
what, so they turned to him for clarification.

Despite being unable to resist the mental powers of the boy, Aavesh was now getting
accustomed to having his thoughts manipulated, and recovery was becoming easier;
especially when prevailing circumstances demanded his immediate attention. Following the
second of his release and a very brief mind-shake to re-focus, he spun on his heel and took
in the situation.  The prisoners were out of the tubes and were dragging what appeared to be
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a trooper towards a massive hole in the window.  An interceptor hovered outside, its port
open and the operator dressed in black was climbing out of it and into the chamber.
Dressed in black? The Group!!!

His standing orders were clear – guard the prisoners; do not allow them to escape.  “Take
them!” he screeched at his Sens.  Before the troopers had even rushed past, Aavesh had his
weapon in hand and was levelling it at the one he considered the greatest danger – the
black-uniformed Lohinn.

Realising his lapse in concentration, Terry leapt into the Metterol’s head; but a split-second
too late to prevent Aavesh firing.  The mental shock as his mind was invaded caused a
physical jerk which sent the shot off target.  Instead of boring into Lohinn’s chest, it went
straight through his shoulder. Widening his range of influence, Terry resumed control of the
Sen troopers as well as their officer and held them in check while he reassessed.  Apart from
being in obvious pain from his wound, Lohinn was about to resume dragging Gannah with
his good hand.  “Can you help him?” Terry asked Annette, then explained: “I need to make
sure I keep the bozos in check, but I don’t think I can do that and drag Gannah at the same
time.”

“Fair enough,” she said, “I’ll send you the bill for cartage later.”  Something had just
occurred to her.  She looked up to attract his attention, but his back was turned; so she said:
“I think we have a problem...” Then she had second thoughts and added: “Sorry. Forget
about it - you need to keep your mind on the job. It can wait till later.”

When later came, Annette figured it could wait a bit longer. The three of them were in the
pod with Gannah’s body propped up in a rear seat next to Annette. Because of Lohinn’s
injury, he was unable to handle the controls, so Terry had been given the acting role.  “Just
remember I’m a learner driver,” he said nervously, “So when I bounce a kerb or three, don’t
yell at me.”

“I would never do that, Little Terr...eee,” the Rahlian assured him and turned to smile. He
was kneeling on the floor beside the boy, trying out the controls with his left hand. It was
obviously awkward for him. “As long as you can manage speed and direction, I will control
height and weaponry.”

Terry gasped.  “I didn’t think we’d have to shoot anyone!’
“We may have no choice, Little One.  Our enemies will be firing at us.  Learn to accept this.

I will set the weapons to disable for now. Like you, I would never take a life unnecessarily.”
A brief scan of Lohinn’s thoughts for memories of what he might be up against was

unnerving.  Maybe they were from history’s dark days when armed conflict was the only way
to freedom; but the scenes were mind-blowing: like a combination of Star Wars and the
Battle of Britain. It was too graphic really, causing him to doubt that he could perform well
enough. Hopefully, what was to come wouldn’t be that frenetic. Backing out of those early
conflicts, he found something more recent that seemed a little strange.  “I gather you were a
Sen in your younger days,” Terry commented; then queried: “How was it you decided to
become a member of The Group?”
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“Law enforcement sounded exciting at the time,” replied Lohinn, “And it seemed to be a
worthwhile calling; but when the brutal reality dawned, we wanted no part of it and looked for
a better way to serve society.”

“You said we,” Terry prompted.
“Yes...”  Lohinn’s voice faded as he lapsed into reminiscences which Terry picked up on;

but, although painful for him, it was obvious he needed to tell someone about it: “In a
moment of youthful ignorance, Gannah and I joined up together.”  He turned to glance at the
lifeless body in the rear seat.  As he did so, his eyes misted and a tear trickled down his
cheek.  His next words were faint and soulful as he went on:”We were not merely good
friends - Gannah was my natural brother.”

Less than a minute had passed, yet, in that brief period Terry had come of age.  Friendship
and loyalty meant everything; responsibility was everything; and family was more than just
blood-lines. “I understand,” he said, “And I’m sorry you lost your brother.”

“Lost maybe, but forgotten never.” Lohinn’s tone indicated that he was using sadness to
re-gain composure and strength.  “I do this for Gannah, Terr...eee: for his memory, and for
all of those wrongs we swore to put right.”

A momentary silence seemed appropriate, but it was all that could be spared. Terry asked
Annette: “Did you manage to take off Gannah’s stone; are you wearing it?” When she
confirmed she was, he ordered: “Try contacting Maiaa.  If you manage it, tell her to head for
the silver dome and hold the position until we arrive.”

A stray shot outside hit the window of the Grand Dome just metres from them. Terry’s
heart skipped and he cast a wide-eyed look to Lohinn: “Watch my back if you can.  I’ve got
one more thing to take care of.”

Through the hole in the window, he could see Aavesh and the Sen guard standing
motionless in the chamber.  His next mental command sent them marching towards the exit,
then continuing through it.  Hopefully, that would be enough.  Retaining mind control while he
could, he instructed Lohinn to close the interceptor’s door.  The moment it had, he
announced: “Chocks away, my good man. Red Baron taking off.”

Terry spun the interceptor through one-eighty degrees to face out from the Grand Dome.
He gasped at the scene before him.  “Oh My God!  It’s World War Three!”  Heart beating
nineteen to the dozen, he wiped sweating palms on his tunic before returning fingers to the
controls.  “Hold onto your hats, everyone.  This is going to be one hell-of-a hairy ride!”
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